relationship between distancing and immersion. Specifically, these two models admit that in the initial phases of therapeutic work, clients must be allowed to immerse themselves in their negative experiences, to pave the way for later distancing. In this study, we explore this more complex view, comparing the trajectories of immersion and distancing in six cases of EFT (poor-outcome n = 3; goodoutcome n = 3).
Empirical Findings on Immersion and Distancing
During immersion people reflect on the experience from a first-person perspective ("I think …," "I feel …"), i.e., according to their own point of view. The original thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and events repeat themselves (McIsaac & Eich, 2004; Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Robinson & Swanson, 1993) and verbal accounts of the experience are essentially concrete descriptions of its particularities (e.g., Kross, Ayduk, & Mischel, 2005; Kross, Gard, Deldin, Clifton, & Ayduk, 2012) . The following quotation provides an example of a mother's immersed perspective on a dispute with her child: "My son told me that I do not have time for him. I am a bad mother, it's really painful." In contrast, a distanced perspective involves reflecting on the experience from an observer's perspective (Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Robinson & Swanson, 1993) , which promotes a broader and abstract view of feelings, thoughts, and behaviors, like a big picture about experience . Some authors consider that distancing amounts to the disidentification from one's internal experiences, i.e., "the experience of internal states as separate from one's self" (Bernstein et al., 2015, p. 6) . Distanced verbal accounts focus less on the concrete details of the experience and more on explaining and exploring it, in way of insight or closure (e.g., Kross et al., 2005 Kross et al., , 2012 . A distanced perspective on the pain caused by the mother-child dispute above could take the following form: "The pain is because I know that I could do better if I spent less time at work. He was just asking for my attention, I know he loves me."
There are several concepts related to and overlapping with distancing, such as decentering and metacognitive awareness. According to the metacognitive process model proposed by Bernstein et al. (2015) , distancing is one of the key processes in decentering. As a metacognitive ability to observe one's own thoughts and feelings as temporary and objective events (Fresco et al., 2007; Safran & Segal, 1990) , decentering involves a complex state of inter-related processes that can be described as follows: the awareness of subjective experience (metacognitive awareness, which can be deliberately promoted by mindfulness) initiates two related processes, namely the disidentification from internal experience and reduced-reactivity to thought content. Drawing on this model, one of the steps toward decentering and meta-awareness is self-distancing, which promotes the disidentification from internal experience. Self-distancing is reciprocally related to the reduction in reactivity to the content of the mind (which is related to cognitive defusion).
Studies on immersion and distancing have focused on experimental manipulation of self-observation. They indicate that people who assume an immersed perspective on negative experiences (i.e., personal experiences associated with painful emotional content) tend to describe a sequence of events, thoughts, feelings, or behaviors, that paints a simplistic picture of the experience and hinders broad, comprehensive analysis (Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; Kross et al., 2005 Kross et al., , 2012 ). Furthermore, the focus on internal states may feed ruminative cycles. Rumination, in turn, exacerbates negative affect, which can become overwhelming (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991; Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 2008) . Thus, immersion can give rise to rumination, which makes people feel worse and constrains the construction of new meanings , 2010a Berman et al., 2011; Kross, 2009; Kross et al., 2005) . The distress caused by immersion makes people physically and psychologically vulnerable. For example, immersion reduces the probability of cardiovascular recovery from stress episodes and reduces problem-solving ability (Ayduk & Kross, 2010b) , as well as increases the probability of an angry or aggressive response to provocation (Mischkowski, Kross, & Bushman, 2012) and it is associated with psychopathological states (Brosschot, Gerin, & Thayer, 2006; Bushman, 2002; Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008) . In particular, people with depression tend to analyze the experience from an immersed perspective Kross & Ayduk, 2009; Kross, Davidson, Weber, & Ochsner, 2009 ), which enhances their emotional reactivity (Berman et al., 2011) , particularly with respect to negative affect . All these findings suggest that immersion is a non-adaptive perspective on painful experiences, carrying health risks and hindering attempts to give meaning to those experiences (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; Kross, 2009) . In contrast, distancing is a different and more helpful way of reflecting on problematic experiences (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2010a , 2010b Berman et al., 2011; Kross, 2009) . Experimental studies have emphasized that distancing is an adaptive perspective in the reflection of painful experiences because it tends to involve more reconstruction and less recounting than immersion (Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; . Distancing facilitates the attribution of new meanings and helps people to make sense of problematic experiences ) and resolve problems (e.g., , 2010b . Indeed, some therapeutic models are based on using a similar form of distanced self-reflection to create alternative narratives of an experience. For example, cognitive therapy encourages clients to assume an observer and distanced stance on their personal negative experiences and considers this an important technique for restructuring negative thoughts and promoting therapeutic change (e.g., Beck, 2011) . Moreover, prioritizing reconstruction over recounting inhibits excessive increases in negative affect Kross et al., 2012) , i.e., promotes greater emotional control. Specifically, when a painful experience is analyzed from a distanced perspective, negative affect presents less reactivity (e.g., , 2010b Gruber, Harvey, & Johnson, 2009; Kross & Ayduk, 2009 ), duration (Kross & Ayduk, 2011; Verduyn, Mechelen, Kross, Chezzi, & Bever, 2012) , and intensity Kross et al., 2005; than when it is analyzed from an immersed perspective. All these results are consistent with the research on emotional regulation about the benefits of reappraisal strategies-which involve taking an observer's perspective on a personal negative experience and reviewing one's initial appraisal in order to create new and adaptive emotional meanings and responses (e.g., Gross, 2015; Gross & Thompson, 2007) . Based on these findings, the experimental studies suggest that distancing may help to prevent rumination , 2010a Berman et al., 2011; Kross, 2009; Kross et al., 2005) . Particularly in depression, distancing is associated with lower levels of depressotypic thought accessibility , less depressive affect , and lower emotional reactivity (Kross & Ayduk, 2009) in comparison with immersion. All these empirical findings support the view that distancing, unlike immersion, is generally beneficial to physical and psychological health. Therefore, they suggest that immersion and distancing are opposite and independent perspectives.
The assimilation model of problematic experiences (negative experiences that were not assimilated into the self) offers a different and integrative understanding. According to this model, painful or even traumatic experiences tend to be automatically avoided if they evoke strong negative emotion (Stiles, 2011; Stiles et al., 1991) , but this makes it difficult to achieve an adaptive integration of them. Thus, the assimilation model posits that clinical change is a sequential process that may involve both immersion and distancing at different points in the process (Caro Gabalda & Stiles, 2009; Stiles et al., 1991) . Therapeutic change may involve progression from avoidance of the problem to deeper immersion in problematic contents, making them more available to subjective awareness, and only once the client has immersed in the experience will he or she be able to benefit from adopting a more distanced perspective in order to achieve a broader understanding and a greater mastery of the problem (Caro Gabalda & Stiles, 2009; Stiles, 2011; Stiles et al., 1991) . Thus, the assimilation model suggests a developmental perspective on immersion and distancing. This interpretation is congruent with EFT for depression treatment.
Immersion and Distancing in EFT for Depression
The experiential therapies, such as EFT, promote immersion in the initial phase of treatment by encouraging contact with, and reflection on maladaptive emotional states that cause psychological distress, activating them so that they are reexperienced in the here-and-now (Elliott, Watson, Goldman, & Greenberg, 2004; Greenberg, 2002) . This is in accordance with experimental studies regarding the potential of immersion for the activation of emotional content (e.g., Kross et al., 2012) . However, EFT admits potential therapeutic benefits of immersion on the treatment of the depression. According to Pascual-Leone and Greenberg (2007) , EFT brings the individual closer to his or her personal experience (experience-near). The client needs to get in touch with his or her core maladaptive states in order to become aware of his or her internal states and then process and transform them. The guiding principle of EFT is that "the only way out is through" (Pascual-Leone & Greenberg, 2007, p. 875) . Hence, clients are encouraged to reflect on painful emotions from a first-person perspective, in a welcoming and safe context (Elliott et al., 2004; Greenberg, 2002; Greenberg & Watson, 2006) . All this emotional work relies on a safe and solid therapeutic alliance, based on empathy and the therapist's presence. A secure therapeutic alliance promotes a collaborative focus on the client's internal states and current sense of self (Greenberg & Watson, 2006; see Paivio, 2013) . Exploratory empathic responses, which are typical from EFT, on a first phase, precisely envisage a deeper contact with painful underlying emotional experiences, which implies an immersed perspective. In summary, EFT encourages clients to Psychotherapy Research 3 adopt an immersed perspective as the first step toward emotional change and as a means of helping the client to process emotional states that were previously partially or totally avoided. This approach is also consistent with the assimilation model (e.g., Stiles, 2011) . In the later stages of the therapeutic process, treatment for depression involves specific therapeutic tasks that promote a different, more distanced perspective, allowing new meanings to emerge. In some of these therapeutic tasks (e.g., chair work) the client is invited to treat different parts of his or her self as different characters or "voices", addressing them as a "you" or even using one's own name. Recent research on immersion and distancing showed that referring to oneself by name enhanced distancing when talking about the self (Kross et al., 2014) , which seems that also happens in chair work (Greenberg & Watson, 2006) . Distinguishing between different parts of the self promotes a more differentiated view of one's internal dynamics, feeding an observer perspective on the original problem and alternative ways of construing the experience. This more distanced perspective helps "clients and therapists define areas of inquiry that they can then pursue in the session to increase understanding of client functioning and to explore alternatives" (Greenberg & Watson, 2006, p. 213) . These EFT assumptions are consistent with experimental studies on the benefits of distancing in the reconstruction of experience (Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; , and with the assimilation model's account of the association between distancing and more advanced stages of change (e.g., Stiles, 2011) . EFT also provides techniques that promote emotional regulation through distancing (Elliott et al., 2004) . For example, when clients feel overwhelmed by painful emotions, EFT therapists can use the "clearing a space" therapeutic task. The aim of the task is to help the client build a "working distance" between him or herself and the problematic issues. A working distance is defined as an observational perspective on a problematic object that involves an optimal and regulated state of emotional arousal. The role of distancing in promoting emotional regulation in EFT is consistent with experimental findings on the association between distancing and reduced duration of emotion (Kross & Ayduk, 2011; Verduyn et al., 2012) . In fact, Carryer and Greenberg (2010) have shown that emotional arousal is beneficial in experiential therapies when it is expressed in moderate amount. In other words, both marginal and overwhelming emotional arousal predict poorer outcomes to therapy. On the one hand, reduced amount of time expressing emotion may signal lack of involvement with emotional experience, like avoidance or intellectualization. On the other hand, spending too much time expressing emotion may be associated with emotional dysregulation, hindering emotional processing. These findings suggest that although immersion may play an important role in therapy by the contact with emotional experience, spending too much time immersed in one's problematic experiences may be harmful, while distancing may be helpful to achieve a better reflection of the experience.
In short, there are several hypotheses to consider. First, it is legitimate to propose a development vision regarding immersion and distancing in therapy, namely in EFT for depression. We can hypothesize that the immersed perspective may be beneficial in the earlier phases of the therapeutic work, allowing the access to relevant emotional contents, while the distanced perspective may be more relevant in more advanced stages of therapy. Second, poor-outcomes to EFT for depression may be associated with an excessive focus on negative experiences from an immersed perspective. Excessive immersion may promote rumination, excessive emotional arousal, and emotional dysregulation, thus inhibiting the emotional control needed to reconstruct the experience in an adaptive way.
Purpose of the Study
Currently, there is a need for longitudinal research on immersion and distancing in clinical samples. This study sought to explore how and when immersion and distancing are associated with success in EFT for depression. To do this we compared how clients who had good-and poor-outcomes to EFT for depression reflected on their negative experiences during therapy. More specifically the aims were (a) to compare the frequency and evolution pattern of immersion and distancing in the two groups; (b) to analyze the relationship between changes in the frequency of immersion/distancing when reflecting on problematic experiences and changes in the scores of the depressive symptoms.
Method Participants
Clients. Five women and one man aged between 23 and 48 years (M = 35.5, SD = 10.17) participated in the study. They were participating in a randomized clinical trial named "Decentering and change in psychotherapy-ISMAI Depression Study" (Salgado, 2014) comparing the effectiveness of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and EFT as treatments for major depressive disorder. All participants in the clinical trial met the following inclusion criteria: diagnosis of major depressive disorder; not taking medication; Global Assessment of Functioning score higher than 50. The exclusion criteria were client currently receiving other treatment for depression; high risk of suicide; current or previous diagnosis of substance abuse; psychosis; bipolar disorder; eating disorder; panic disorder (DSM-IV Axis I disorders); and schizotypal, borderline, and antisocial disorder (DSM-IV Axis II disorders). These criteria were assessed by the Structural Clinical Interviews for the DSM-IV-TR I (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002) and II (First, Gibbon, Spitzer, Williams, & Benjamin, 1997) , and the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) for the Portuguese population (Coelho, Martins, & Barros, 2002) . Clients who met the criteria for participation in the clinical trial received 16 weekly sessions of psychotherapy. Assignment to therapeutic modality (CBT or EFT) was random. All cases in the clinical trial were classified as having a good-or poor-outcome according to Jacobson and Truax's (1991) criteria. The good-outcome cases of the clinical trial showed reliable and clinically significant change in symptoms: at the end of therapy depressive symptoms were below the BDI-II cut-off score (13 points) and there was reliable change during therapy (see Jacobson, Roberts, Berns, & McGlinchey, 1999; Jacobson & Truax, 1991; McGlinchey, Atkins, & Jacobson, 2002) , exceeding the Reliable Change Index of 7.75, calculated from the total sample of the clinical trial and taking into account the psychometric data for the Portuguese version of the BDI-II. Thus, all good-outcome cases of the clinical trial were recovered cases. The poor-outcome cases have not met at least one of the criteria mentioned above (depressive symptoms below the BDI-II cut-off score, and reliable change during therapy). Five EFT therapists participated in the clinical trial and there was no significant association between therapist and clinical outcome, χ 2 (5) = 2.80, p = .732.
For this study, we randomly selected three goodoutcome and three poor-outcome cases from the pool of EFT cases in the clinical trial. As shown in Table I , the good-outcome cases of this study met the two criteria for classification of good-outcome cases imposed by the clinical trial. In the pooroutcome cases, BDI-II scores in the last session were above the normal range (>13 points). One poor-outcome case was a "responder" (reliable change, but depressive symptoms in the last session did not change to the normative range). None of the poor-outcome cases showed evidence of deterioration (see Table I ). The sociodemographic profiles of the good-and poor-outcome cases included in this study were similar with respect to gender, χ 2 (1) = 1.20, p = .273, age, U = 4.00, p = .827, civil status, χ 2 (2) = 1.33, p = .513, and education level, U = 3.00, p = .700.
All clients gave their informed consent for using their data in scientific publications. According to ethics protocol of this clinical trial, as well as principles and standards of the American Psychological Association, clients received information about the purposes and procedures of the clinical trial and their personal information was de-identified to protect their anonymity.
Therapists. The good-outcome cases were treated by three therapists: two women and one man aged between 31 and 42 years (M = 35.5, SD = 4.97) with Ph.D. The duration of their experience as therapists ranged between 4 and 19 years (M = 11, SD = 6.16) and their experience with EFT ranged between 1 and 3 years (M = 2, SD = 0.82). The poor-outcome cases were treated by two male therapists aged between 31 and 44 years, one of them with Ph.D. and other with master's degree. The duration of their experience as therapists ranged between 2 and 21 years (M = 14.33, SD = 8.73) and their experience with EFT ranged between 1 and 5 years (M = 3.33, SD = 1.70). The male therapist responsible for one of the goodoutcome cases also treated two poor-outcome cases. All therapists received six months (80 hours) of training in the specific therapeutic protocol for the treatment of depression (see Elliott et al., 2004; Greenberg, Rice, & Elliott, 1993) , as well as weekly Psychotherapy Research 5 supervision sessions during their intervention in cases pertaining to the clinical trial. The protocol is based on working at the emotional level, seeking to influence cognitive and behavioral change. The goal in EFT is to promote emotional processing. The therapists help clients gain access to maladaptive emotional schemes, in order to transform them. Clients are then capable of understanding the differences between present and past experiences, and identifying their needs. In this process, new experience meanings will emerge, facilitating the adaptive resolution of the problematic experience (Elliott et al., 2004; Greenberg & Watson, 2006) .
Process Measures
Measure of immersed and distanced speech. The measure of immersed and distanced speech (MIDS) allows for identifying the immersed and distanced perspectives concerning experience through client speech (immersed and distancing speech). This measure, based on theoretical definition and relevant prior research (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; Kross et al., 2005 Kross et al., , 2012 Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Robinson & Swanson, 1993) , categorizes the client speech according to different statements (i.e., subcategories of immersed and distanced speech) which contents are representative of immersed or distanced perspective. The immersed and distanced perspectives are manifested in people's speech respectively by the focus on the description of the experience or on the explanation/exploration of it. The immersed subcategories aim to identify the first-person perspective about experience, namely "what happened/ what did I think" (what statements), and "how did I feel" (attributive statements). They include client's speech focused on the description of events, original thoughts, feelings, and behaviors as experienced by the client. The distanced subcategories aim to identify the observer perspective about experience. They include client speech focused on explaining and exploring different facets of the experience (insight statements) or a broader view, based on past and current experiences (closure statements). According to MIDS, the client's speech that reveals closeness to the first-person experience (or an egocentric point of view) is categorized as immersed, while speech elaborating a broader picture about experience (or an observer point of view) is defined as distanced. This categorization is independent of the potential adaptive potential of that reflection. For example, when a client assesses a negative experience from a broader perspective, associating past and current experiences, or making conclusions about his/her feelings, that speech is classified as distanced (closure statements), even if the assessment and conclusions expressed by the client are not clinically productive or somehow biased. When none of immersed or distanced subcategories are identified, they are considered as other statements (see Table II for more  details) .
Preliminary results of a study assessing the validity of MIDS (Barbosa, Silva, Castro, Pinto-Gouveia, & Salgado, 2017 ) indicate a high internal consistency for both immersion (α = .95) and distancing (α = .91) and good to strong inter-rater reliability (Hill & Lambert, 2004) for raters' pairs (Cohen's kappa ranged from .75 to .96).
Outcome Measures BDI-II. This study used the BDI-II adapted for a Portuguese population by Coelho and collaborators (2002) , from Beck, Steer, and Brown (1996) . The BDI-II is a 21-item self-report inventory designed to measure the degree of depression. Responses on each item are scored on a scale ranging from 0 to 3. The total scores can range from 0 to 63. Specifically, scores below 13 are considered to be in the normal range, whereas scores between 14 and 19 indicate mild to moderate levels of depression, scores between 20 and 28 indicate moderate to severe depression, and a total of 29 or more indicates a severe level of depression. The internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) of the total BDI-II score was .89 (Coelho et al., 2002) . The psychometrics qualities found in the Portuguese version of this measure were consistent with the ones found in the American version (Coelho et al., 2002) .
Procedures
The six cases (three good-outcomes; three poor-outcomes) were randomly chosen from the EFT group in the larger clinical trial. We analyzed five sessions of therapy for each case (sessions 1, 4, 8, 12, and 16) in order to explore changes in immersion and distancing across therapy. These sessions were chosen because they belong to different phases of the therapeutic process (see Basto, Stiles, Rijo, & Salgado, in press; Hill, 2009) , allowing to obtain an overview about the evolution of the variable under study; and because they were the sessions in which the clinical trial protocol specified that clients should complete the BDI-II, thus allowing us to explore the association between this quantitative measure of depressive symptoms and qualitative measures. The sessions were transcribed according to the procedure described by Mergenthaler and Stinson (1992) and then subjected to a two-step analysis. In the first step, for each case, the client's main problematic experience was identified. Although this procedure is not necessary for the determination of the type of perspective used by the client in therapy, it has been applied in this study in order to ensure that immersion and distancing were only analyzed with respect to negative emotional content. In the second step, this experience was coded in terms of immersed and distanced speech. Symptoms were also assessed in the same sessions from the outcome measure (BDI-II), aiming to analyze the relationship between depressive symptoms and immersion/distancing during reflection on the main negative experience.
Identification of the main problematic experience. We followed the procedures adopted in previous studies regarding the identification and definition of relevant problematic experiences in psychotherapy (e.g., Brinegar, Salvi, Stiles, & Greenberg, 2006; Caro Gabalda & Stiles, 2013; HonosWebb, Stiles, & Greenberg, 2003; Stiles, Meshot, Anderson, & Sloan, 1992) . This task was conducted by a total of eight judges, one judge had a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, one was a Ph.D. student in clinical psychology and six were Master's students in clinical and health psychology. In preparation, the judges read and discussed relevant prior studies about problematic experiences, as well as clinical sessions in which the procedures for identifying problematic experiences were applied. This training phase lasted two months and was guided by a researcher who was expert in this type of procedure. Each case was assessed by a team of two judges who carefully and independently read the five sessions, then jointly constructed a clinical formulation, identifying, by consensus, the problematic experiences (central clinical problems). Then the judges worked together to identify excerpts in the transcripts where each problematic experience appeared that were then marked with different colors. Specifically, the excerpts of the problematic experiences were identified from content (what was talked about) (Brinegar et al., 2006; Caro Gabalda & Stiles, 2013) . Finally, the main problematic experience was identified through a consensual discussion between the two judges about the clinical relevance of the content. In all cases, the problematic experience selected in each session occupied more than 70% of the client's speech (ranging from 72% to 86%).
Analysis of problematic experience in terms of immersion and distancing. The problematic experiences in all cases were analyzed in terms of immersion and distancing using the MIDS. The MIDS was applied by a Ph.D. student in clinical psychology, who was experienced in use of the measure, and three Master's students in clinical and health psychology. There were two phases to application of the MIDS: the training phases and the identification phase in which judges identified the type of speech present in excerpts dealing with the previously identified problematic experiences. In the training phase, the judges received intensive training in identifying immersed and distanced speech. This involved reading relevant articles and manuals and practicing the coding procedures on material from therapy sessions until they achieved an acceptable Cohen's kappa (Cohen's kappa ≥ .75) (Hill & Lambert, 2004) . This phase lasted about three months. In the second phase, each Master's student randomly coded two cases with the Ph.D. student. The Ph.D. student was aware of the clinical outcome of the cases analyzed but the other judges were blind to this condition. The five sessions of each case were rated independently by the two judges. Representative excerpts dealing with problematic experience were analyzed to determine the presence of the various subcategories of immersion (what statements and attributive statements) and distancing (insight statements and closure statements). If none of the subcategories were present, the statement was classified as other. The rating process involved defining, within the parts of the transcript involving a problematic experience, the beginning and the end of stretches of speech belonging to a subcategory. The beginning of the stretch was delimited by the presence of contents that characterize that subcategory. In turn, the end of the stretch was delimited by the absence of those contents and/or the presence of contents that characterize another subcategory, or by the end of excerpt analyzed (see Table II ). When the classification of the judges did not coincide, this was considered a disagreement, which was later solved by consensual discussion between them (see Hill et al., 2005 ). Cohen's kappa for judge pairs ranged from .75 to .83. When aggregated the subcategories of immersion and subcategories of distancing, Cohen's kappa ranged from .78 to .86. These results indicate strong inter-rater reliability (Cohen's kappa > .75; Hill & Lambert, 2004) . The main output variable was the relative frequency of each type of speech (immersed or distanced), which was calculated taking into account the number of words occupied by each type of speech and the total number of words per session. Specifically, for each session, the stretches identified with subcategories of immersed speech were grouped, as well as, the stretches identified with subcategories of distanced speech. After that, the number of words for each group (immersed speech and distanced speech) was counted. In calculating the total number of words per session we ignored the number of words coded "other", as they represented very small passages of the session (M = 2.8% per session) in which the judges were not able to identify the type of underlying speech. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze the differences between the good-and poor-outcome groups regarding the presence of immersion and distancing in therapy. The Friedman test was used to analyze within-group changes during therapy. We also selected representative excerpts of immersed and distanced speech from one goodoutcome case (Elizabeth) and one poor-outcome case (Peter) to illustrate the quantitative results. The client names are fictitious.
Outcome assessment. In all cases clients completed the BDI-II at sessions 1, 4, 8, 12, and 16 . In this study, the results of BDI-II in these sessions were used to obtain a general description of the depressive symptoms in the good-and pooroutcome groups across sessions (Figures 1 and 2) . In order to analyze the relationship between changes in the immersion/distancing and changes in the depressive symptoms, we used the results of BDI-II at the first and last session (sessions 1 and 16, respectively). We calculated the changes in BDI-II scores and in the relative frequencies of immersed/distanced speech between these sessions. Spearman's rho correlations were used to assess the relationships between depressive symptoms and immersion/distancing.
Should be noted that in this study, we reported only the results found concerning to the distanced speech due to the dependence of the data on the relative frequencies of immersed and distanced speech, ensuring adequate statistical evidence. Actually, since the category "Other" was residual, the values of immersion and distancing are almost symmetrical, and clearly dependent (see Figures 1 and 2) . Thus, the results we will report about distanced speech are symmetrical to the ones regarding immersed speech. There was only one exception to this decision in our report of results: we reported the frequencies of both distancing and immersion in Figures 1 and 2 in order to make it clear the dependency of these two categories.
Results

Occurrence of Distancing in Good-and Poor-Outcome Groups
At the beginning of therapy, the good-and pooroutcome groups had similar levels of depressive symptoms as measured by the BDI-II, U = 2.00, z = −1.09, p = .275.
The good-and poor-outcome groups presented significant differences on overall relative frequency of distanced speech during the therapeutic process, U = 0.00, z = −1.96, p = .050, r = −.80. The relative frequency of distanced speech was higher in the good-outcome group (M = 35.13; SD = 5.88, 95% CI [20.52, 49.75] ) than in the poor-outcome group (M = 22.43; SD = 5.06, 95% CI [9.85, 35 .00]). Regarding the relative frequency of distanced speech produced in each session (see Table III ), in good-outcome group it ranged from 6.65% to 80.63%, whereas in poor-outcome group it ranged from 8.57% to 52.28%. The distanced speech was the speech less used across sessions in the pooroutcome cases, except in one session of the case 5, in which the distanced speech was dominant in the last session (relative frequency of distanced speech was 52.27%). In the good-outcome cases, there was a dominance reversal in the speech used in the last session of all cases and session 12 in one of the cases (case 2), in which the distanced speech became the more frequent speech (ranging from 50.85% to 80.63%).
Evolution of Distancing in Good-and Pooroutcome Groups
In the first session of the therapy, all poor-outcome cases showed higher relative frequency of distanced Psychotherapy Research 9 speech (ranging from 11.38% to 19.36%) than the good-outcome cases (ranging from 7.21% to 11.12%). Comparing the first and last sessions of each case, both poor-and good-outcome cases showed higher relative frequency of the distanced speech in the last session (see Table III and Figures  1 and 2) .
Overall, in both good-and poor-outcome groups, the distanced speech increased throughout the therapy. Although this evolution has been common to all cases, the good-outcome cases showed a more pronounced evolution than the poor-outcome cases (see Table III and Figures 1 and 2 ). For example, one good-outcome case (case 1) and one pooroutcome case (case 4) started therapy with very similar relative frequencies of distanced speech (11.12% and 11.38%, respectively), however, when comparing the evolution of the speech in the two cases, the distanced speech in the good-outcome case had a more accentuated, steeper increase of distanced speech across sessions, reaching a higher relative frequency of the distanced speech in the last session than the poor-outcome case (61.52% and 46.43%, respectively; see Table III ). Friedman's test was used to evaluate the differences between groups in distanced speech across sessions. In the goodoutcome group, the distanced speech showed significant changes: the relative frequency of distanced speech increased during the course of therapy, χ²(4) = 10.93, p = .027. Figure 1 shows that this trend was most pronounced between session 8 and the end of therapy, with distanced speech being the more frequent speech, especially in the last session (ranging from 50.85% to 80.63%; see Table III ). Conversely, in the poor-outcome group there was no significant differences in the relative frequencies of distanced speech across sessions, χ²(4) = 6.67, p = .155. Figure  2 shows that distanced speech remained considerably low throughout the therapy in all cases. The increase of distanced speech in the poor-outcome group was less pronounced than in the good-outcome group and more evident in last session (ranging from 19.29% to 52.27%; see Table III ).
The following passages are taken from the initial, middle, and final phases of therapy in a goodoutcome case and a poor-outcome case. The text coded as immersion is shown in italics and text coded as distancing is underlined. First, we present passages from the good-outcome case (Elizabeth) which deal with the problematic experience of feeling worthless as mother and as woman. In the first passage (session 1, initial phase) Elizabeth adopted an immersed speech, focusing on the specific events associated with her divorce and expressing her feelings, her inner experience, and her thoughts and perceptions. Table III 
Client:
It did not have to be like this-just as I think that my parents did not have to do that to us [she is referring to her childhood experience of family violence], my children did not have to go through their parents' separation either (…) He [her ex-husband] was extremely selfish, the money could not be lacking for his things, even if that means their children would starve and I: did not tolerate this type of things and … when my children were sick, he left home and said to me "look if you need anything you have the telephone here" … I feel there was a great injustice (…) but in relation to my children of course I disappoint them, of course [referring to her divorce] I destroyed everything they wanted for themselves.
In the next passage (session 8, middle phase) Elizabeth's speech was characterized by more frequent, more coordinated transitions between immersion and distancing. In her immersed speech, she described her private experiences and thoughts about the impact of divorce on her children. In her distanced speech, she established connections between the experiences and thoughts, creating new meanings.
I feel I destroyed the dreams of my children to have a house (…);but recovering some situations, maybe now they feel the house like a real home. Before, my children were always willing to leave the house (…)they could have the same motivation as me, because I was also willing to leave the house too, right? (…) Now they really feel well!
The last passage of the good-outcome case (session 16, final phase) is dominated by distanced speech, which was more frequent than in the previous phases. Elizabeth explored the differences between how she was in the past and how she is now, providing an overview of the changes and how they occurred. She explored how her perceptions of her childhood experiences and their overall impact had changed.
Let's say I was illiterate, now I know how to read-I am exactly the same person but with completely different attitudes and: initially, everything was very confusing, there were those two voices in my head, if one of them said "yes", another said "no". I think that maybe it was what made me stress a lot, because I was having a conflict with myself, right? (…) after all, I had many good times and I wasn't remembering them. I needed to feel that I was there too, I was also a child (…) life goes on and it depends on me now.
The next passages were taken from a pooroutcome case (Peter) in which the problematic experience was feeling a failure. The first passage illustrates the predominance of immersed speech. Peter focused on his internal state, activating painful emotions in relation to himself passively and repeatedly. Distanced speech occurred when the client represented his experience in metaphorical terms. Therapist: But when you say that you feel ashamed, you feel ashamed because you are not able to make progress with work for your thesis?
Client:
I am ashamed by the development my life has taken (…) Client:
(…) it's like a cone turned upside down, a cone-shaped building turned upside down … a bench full of people looking at me and throwing something at me.
Even after a few sessions (session 8, middle phase), Peter continued to consider himself a failure and to focus on his fears. Unlike in the good-outcome case, his speech continued to deal repetitively with the internal states associated with the problematic experience. In the last passage (session 16, final phase) Peter uses more distanced speech than in the other phases, taking a broader perspective and analyzing his potential, but most of his distanced speech consists of a metaphorical description of his painful experiences. In other words, Peter's use of distanced speech was largely restricted to metaphorical descriptions of his problematic experience and he quickly returned to an immersive perspective:
I think I'm better because I'm more aware of things that happen and I can analyze them in a way, I'm better at analyzing them (…) but there are things that I could not make progress with, because of me (…) I get a bit frustrated, sometimes I feel a bit useless, and this ends up affecting my self-esteem a bit and that's already not high (…) I feel humiliated, it's like being in the middle of a million people and someone kicks a ball and the ball hits me in the face, that's the feeling that annoys me.
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Distancing and Depressive Symptoms
Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of the evolution of depressive symptoms in good-and poor-outcome groups, respectively. Figure 1 shows that in the good-outcome cases, the depressive symptoms had a clear decrease throughout sessions. In turn, Figure 2 shows that in poor-outcome cases depressive symptoms were steady throughout sessions. In more detail, in the good-outcome cases, two cases presented no significant clinical depressive symptoms from session 8 onwards (cases 2 and 3, with BDI-II scores of 0 and 11, respectively) and one case from session 12 onwards (case 1, with BDI-II score of 8; see Table I ). It is important to underline that in these sessions the BDI-II scores were below the clinical threshold and distanced speech was still the less frequent speech (relative frequency of distanced speech ranged from 29.02% to 47.23%; see Tables  I and III and Figure 1 ). In the poor-outcome group, all cases remained symptomatic across sessions (BDI-II scores ranged from 16 to 32; see Table I and Figure 2 ). Statistical analysis showed that there were strong correlation (r s > ±.70, p < .05; Cronk, 2006) between change in depressive symptoms (the difference between BDI-II scores at the session 1 and at the session 16) and change in relative frequency of the type of speech. Specifically, the change in depressive symptoms over the entire course of therapy was negatively correlated with change in distanced speech, r s = −.81, p = .05.
Discussion
This study suggests that at the beginning of therapy high immersion was common to both good-and poor-outcome cases, providing corroboration for the notion that depression is associated with an immersed perspective : Kross & Ayduk, 2009 ). However, the good-and poor-outcome groups differed in terms of the frequency of immersion/distancing and the course of changes in their relative frequency during therapy. The differences between groups were consistent with several aspects of our initial hypotheses. First, the good-outcome group spent a higher proportion of therapy in distancing than the poor-outcome group (and correspondingly adopted an immersed perspective for a lower proportion of the time). This difference was linked to significant changes in immersion/distancing during the course of effective EFT. In the good-outcome cases distancing increased (and correspondingly immersion decreased) during the course of therapy, whereas it remained stable in poor-outcome cases. Additionally, unlike in the poor-outcome group, in the goodoutcome group distancing predominated at the end of therapy. These results suggest some support to the hypothesis about the association between the poor outcomes to EFT for depression and the excessive and continuous focus on negative experiences from an immersed perspective.
Second, the differences between groups in the evolution of immersion/distancing were not related to the intensity of symptoms at the start of therapy as there was no group difference in BDI-II scores at the beginning of therapy. The change in perspective over the course of therapy was, however, related to change in depressive symptoms, which is also aligned with the hypothesis that a progressive increase in distancing would be associated with therapeutic success. This is consistent with theory concerning the relationships between distancing and symptom relief , 2010b Kross et al., 2005 Kross et al., , 2012 Verduyn et al., 2012) and problem solving (Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; Stiles, 2011) . Our result may be interpreted in two opposing ways. It is possible that, in this sample, change in the severity of depressive symptoms prompted changes in the perspective adopted during reflection on negative experiences. Alternatively, changes in perspective may have promoted change in the severity of depressive symptoms. Of course, we also need to acknowledge the possibility of a third variable causing both changes in depression and in the reflective perspective.
Third, unlike what might have been expected given the results of previous experimental studies (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2010b; Kross et al., 2012) , distancing was more frequent in the poor-outcome cases than the good-outcome cases in the first session, suggesting that more frequent distancing early in therapy is not necessarily a predictor of good therapeutic outcome. This result also suggests that in this sample, it is the progressive transition from immersion to distancing that distinguishes between cases with good-and poor-outcomes, rather than the frequency of immersion/distancing at a given moment. Moreover, the high levels of immersion early in therapy possibly had a positive impact, promoting adaptive reflection on the problematic experience. This is in accordance with our hypothesis that immersion may initially have positive therapeutic effects, but needs to be followed by an increase of the distanced perspective about experience. Another interesting aspect of our results was that the goodoutcome cases had subclinical levels of depression even when immersion was high. This suggests that reflecting on problematic experience from an immersed perspective may be an important part of the therapeutic process. In other words, while our results show an association between the increasing of the distanced perspective and decreasing of depressive symptoms, they do not show to be beneficial avoiding the immersed perspective in therapy. Actually, this suggests that, at least in this sample, immersion may have been an important element of the process-and actually an opportunity to promote clinical change and distancing. However, our results also showed that immersion does not always result in such opportunities being taken, since in the poor-outcome cases immersion remained relatively stable and high throughout therapy. It seems likely that continuous immersion results in persistent activation of clinical symptoms; this interpretation is consistent with experimental findings on how immersion affects the duration (Kross & Ayduk, 2011; Verduyn et al., 2012) and intensity of symptoms Kross et al., 2005; . If further confirmed with new studies and larger samples this gives rise to the hypothesis that immersion may be helpful when it is regulated, i.e., not continuous or indefinite. On the one hand, reflection on problematic experience from a regulated immersed perspective may promote increased awareness and acceptance of it and hence the adoption of a new perspective (distanced perspective), which in turn allows for the creation of new meanings. This suggestion is consistent with studies showing that egocentric contact with painful experience allows one to access, tolerate, and accept it and thus facilitates evaluation of its meaning (see Kennedy-Moore & Watson, 2001 ). On the other hand, it is also possible that a progressive increase of distancing facilitates emotional regulation and hence avoidance of uncontrolled, persistent immersion. This suggestion is consistent with experimental studies and EFT regarding the benefits of distancing in emotional control Elliott et al., 2004; Kross et al., 2012) . All this reflection need to be tasted.
There are other issues that are not yet clear. Immersion and distancing co-occurred in all therapeutic processes, with immersion the dominant perspective overall. There are several possible interpretations of this finding and they are not mutually exclusive. One is that EFT makes use of immersion; its focus on feeling and processing painful emotions may necessarily involve immersion in difficult experiences (Elliott et al., 2004; Greenberg, 2002; Greenberg & Watson, 2006) . A second interpretation assumes that immersion is the perspective most commonly taken by clients in psychotherapy. Revealing the difficult and painful experiences for which one is seeking help may be a necessary preliminary step in the therapeutic process. Lastly, some therapeutic tasks, such as chair work, may imply the two perspectives. In this task, for example, the client may start by contact with inner feelings from an immersed perspective, but in later phases, a distanced perspective may dominate in order to feed new meaning-making.
Conclusion, Limitations and Future Studies
When analyzing the good-outcome cases, we found a trend that suggests a progressive transition from immersion, which dominates the initial phase, to distancing, which is used more frequently in the final phase. At the same time, immersion still accounts for a large part of the therapeutic conversation even in later phases of the process, and even when symptoms are already within the normative range. Finally, the poor-outcome cases and good-outcome cases showed an equivalent level of distancing at the beginning of the process. Based on these observations, we are putting forward a hypothesis that immersion and distancing play complementary roles in clinical change.
This study had some limitations that restrict the conclusions that can be drawn. They should be addressed in future studies. First, we analyzed immersion and distancing in a small sample of clients who were all suffering from depression and all went through the same kind of therapy. The very small sample did not permit more formal analyses of trajectories of change that account for dependency in data. It would be interesting to attempt to replicate our findings with a larger sample and to investigate whether they generalize to other therapies and other disorders. Second, one of the judges involved in qualitative analysis of the data was aware of the clinical outcomes, and with knowledge on the previous experimental studies on distancing and immersion. This may have worked as a potential confound. Nevertheless, we limited this potential effect in two ways: by always having a second judge blind to the results; and by always having the two judges coding 100% of the material. The Cohen's kappa values also reveal a satisfactory agreement, which gives credit to the coding process. Third, only passages referring to problematic experiences of five sessions of therapy were analyzed in each case and so our findings need to be interpreted with caution. However, measures were taken to minimize bias in the data generated: coding was carried out by pairs of judges; a large number of judges was used; the six cases were randomly chosen; the sessions analyzed were taken from different phases of therapy in order to reflect as closely as possible any changes occurring during the therapeutic process; the excerpts analyzed dealt with the problematic experience in order to ensure that analysis of immersion and distancing was limited to negative emotional content.
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Finally, our results create a hypothesis that deserves further study, namely, that regulated use of immersion and distancing has therapeutic benefits. For clinical and theoretical reasons, it is important to test this hypothesis and to investigate the processes involved in regulation of immersion. A moment-by-moment detailed analysis of immersion and distancing might provide insight about the potentialities of the dynamic between them for clinical change. These types of studies may lead to improvements in therapy by enabling therapists to promote the use of the most appropriate perspective at each stage in therapy.
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